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Japan has been seeing an increase in the number of foreign people 

living and raising their children in the country. This brochure is aimed at

parents with foreign background who are: 

 Struggling with parenting in a country with a different culture and 

lifestyle

Having difficulty in finding the information they need for their child

because of a language barrier

In need of child-rearing support

If you are currently 

feel lost, not knowing where to go or whom to ask for help. Japan does 

have institutions around the country that provide support for parents

who are concerned about . We hope this 

brochure helps you connect to information and support that you may

need. 
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Does not or rarely make eye contact

 Does not like to be held

 Does not show much change in facial 

expression

 Does not respond to name 

From birth to 3 years old

 Slow in motor development such as 

holding up his/her head, sitting, and 

walking

Has soft muscles, and/or difficulty in 

maintaining posture

Shows delay in language development

Has stopped using words s/he was 

using

Is difficult to communicate with, or 

communicates one-way

Always engages in the same play 

Cries terribly at night for months

 Does not take a nap and/or has difficulty 

falling asleep

Picky about food and/or drink

 Does not respond to sounds

 Is very sensitive to sounds 

(covers the ears)

Often has major tantrums that last a long time

 Repeats self-harming behaviors (hitting 

his/her head, biting his/her arm, etc.)

Shows strong aversion to a specific thing

or place

same routines, etc.)  

Is very restless

Always moves around and needs constant 

attention

Is distracted very easily





 Does not care about rules or promises

Starts one-sided conversation and stops when s/he 

is done

 Not good at playing with friends and/or gets violent 

with them

Is restless and is in constant motion

 Wanders off on his/her own

 Does not listen to directions/explanations till the end

Does not act like other children in a group activity

 Takes a lot of time preparing or tidying up

Not good at drawing and/or using scissors

 Does not like being touched

Is delayed in learning self-care activities such as 

toileting and changing clothes

A c
can be a source of parental concerns

You and your family may be frustrated and think of him/her troublesome, or feel 

anxious wondering that your parenting might be going wrong. 

While such behaviors can be temporary, it is also possible that your child has 

developmental problems or a developmental disorder.

Is often not aware of others talking to him/her

Does not understand letters or numbers well

 Has something s/he is very good at, and 

something very bad at

 Not interested in other children and/or does not play 

with other children

 Has limited interests (in certain colors, trademarks, 

symbols, letters, numbers, etc.)

 Repeats the same questions or same topics

 Often spends time alone

From 3 to 6 years old (school age)





Utilize the Health Checkup

Infant checkup

18-month checkup

Every local government provides complimentary baby health 

checkups. Please make use of the checkup because it is an 

development. 

For the details of the checkup schedule, please contact your 

local government as each area follows different schedules.

When to get? When your child is 3 to 4 months old

What to expect? - Examination by a doctor

- Height and weight check

- Consultation with a public health nurse

if you have any concerns

- Nutritionist`s recommendations

When to get? After your child has turned 18 months and before 

turning 24 months

What to expect? - Examination by a doctor

- Examination by a dentist

- Height and weight check

- Consultation with a public health nurse

if you have any concerns


